POWER AND BOUNDARY TRAINING
JUNE 9, 2022
THE COLLEGE OF SAINT BENEDICT
Every three years, authorized ministers of the Minnesota Conference are required to take a workshop on
Power and Boundaries. This year, we are trying an experiment for those who are due for training in 2022, are
new authorized ministers, or are overdue. We are offering the training prior to the Annual Meeting. We hope
that those who are planning to come to AM can combine these opportunities and that those needing the
training will be enticed to stay for the Annual Meeting.
This year we are launching a new version of the Power and Boundary Training.
Drawing on Our Strengths: Looking at Power and Boundaries from a Different Angle
Ministers in the United Church of Christ draw on several critical elements in forming our ethics around power
and boundaries in ministry. These are: our theology, our Ministerial Code of Ethics, and the Marks of Faithful
and Effective Ministry. Each offers a grounding for how we understand our power in ministry and develop
healthy boundaries to ensure good ministry and our own health. We will explore each element and work to
apply their themes directly to the settings of each participant. This workshop meets the requirement for
authorized ministers for power and boundary training.
Participants should bring a Bible with them to the training.
Facilitator: Anita Bradshaw

THE BASICS
Date: Thursday, June 9, 2022
Time: 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. (Check-in begins at 9:30 with coffee and muffins)
Cost: $60 (lunch included with a light afternoon snack)
Thursday night dinner: On your own
Thursday night room (single): $47
Thursday night room (double): $35
Pre-registration for Power and Boundary Training is available on our website. Thursday room
accommodations are available when you register for Annual Meeting. Both are on our web page (go to
UCCMN.org and then click on MORE INFO on the Annual Meeting info on the bottom of the page).
If you have questions, please contact See Chang (comadmin@uccmn.org) or Kelly Gallagher
(kellyg@uccmn.org). We look forward to a workshop that meets your covenanted responsibility and is
valuable to your work as an authorized minister. See you in June!
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